
Space 

 

Once upon a time there was a bird with red blue and violet head.  It had a red head a blue and 

violet  body. The bird flew to Paris. He got to Paris and he saw the Eiffel Tower . He wanted to 

climb up it so he got to the stairs.  He started climbing and one hour later he got to the top of 

the tower. He could see the whole of Paris. He took some pictures. He went back down the 

stairs. He flew to Egypt. He got to Egypt.  He saw lots of pyramids. He wanted to go inside 

one.To see a pharoah.  He went  inside and he saw a pharoah. Now he wanted to go to space. 

So he got out off the pyramid and he flew too space.  In four hours he got to the moon. It was 

very cold.  He saw a alien he said   HELLO MY NAME IS ALI WHATS YOUR NAME?. I am Birdy. 

DO YOU WANT TO GO SOMEWERE. Yes said Birdy.OK LETS GO IN A CRATER. A crater? Said 

Birdy. YES A CRATER ok lets go . They chose a crater .They jumped in it it was very dark. Birdy 

said do you want to go to earth YES said the alien. BUT I CANT FLY jump on my back. Said Birdy. 

They flew to earth in four hours Birdy said where do you want to go to? 

 

 

The alien said I WANT TO GO TO SATURN ok lets go to Saturn . They got to Saturn . Birdy said 

what do you want to do? I WANT TO STAND ON THE RINGS ok. So they stood on the rings and 

they could not hardly get on the rings.It turned so fast that Birdy got SICK . Alien said DO YOU 

WANT TO GO BACK HOME?. Yes said Birdy so the alien jamp on his back . They flew back to 

earth. Do you want to go to my house?. YES ok lets go . They flew a bit more. Then they got to 

Birdys home . I LIKE YOUR HOME. Thank you said Birdy. Do you want to go somewhere else? 

YES where? MY HOME. Ok lets go so they flew to space. THIS IS MY HOME.I like your house 



too . Do you want to build a rocket YES ok they got lots off Rubbish then they stuck it together 

and made a Rocket .Do you want to test it? Said Birdy. YES ok so they flew off the moon a 

couple minutes later the rocket fell apart. 


